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Before you write 

• Make a plan. 

• Spend at least five minutes on your plan. 

• ...to make sure you answer the question correctly and relevantly. 

 

Introduction 

Possible phrases include: 

Nowadays,; But what are the negative effects of...?; Newspapers are full of 

articles about...; It brings benefits to...; During the last ... years; There have 

been many benefits to this. 

 

Conclusion 

The last is the most appropriate. The first one doesn’t include a summary of 

ideas and lifts text from the question. The second one is irrelevant. 

 

Linking words / phrases 

 

Putting your ideas in order Showing results / consequences 

Firstly 

Secondly 

Finally 

In~addition 

Furthermore 

What~is~more 

As~a~result 

As~a~consequence 

Consequently 

Because~of~this 

 

Showing reasons Showing contrasts 

There~are~two~good~reasons~for~ing 

owing~to 

due~to 

For~this~reason 

in~order~to~infinitive 

In~contrast 

On~the~other~hand 

Although 

However 

Despite 

Nevertheless 

In~spite~of 

Even~though 
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Expressing opinions Giving examples 

In~my~opinion 

I~think 

I~feel 

I~strongly~believe 

For~example 

For~instance 

such~as 

These~include 

 

Formal Language (possible answers) 

1. People do not think about / consider... 

2. There are many factors which... 

3. ...earn large amounts of money... 

4. Tourism causes a variety of problems. 

5. ...to go abroad... 

6. Tourism is thought to be bad for poor countries. 

 

Formal Language  Informal Language 

No contractions.1 Contractions are acceptable.1 

Use formal phrases like: 

• many factors2 

• large amounts of3 

• a variety of4 

It is acceptable to use informal 

phrases like: 

• lots of things2 

• loads of3 

• many different kinds of4 

Use specific words linked to the 

essay topic whenever you can.5 

General words are acceptable.5 

Use passive structures if you can. 

This makes the text less personal. 6 

Generally, use the active more than 

the passive. 6 

 

Adjectives 

Suggested answers 

Good/nice: excellent, fascinating, interesting, friendly, great, positive, 

impressive, high-quality, useful, helpful 

Bad: unpleasant, dreadful, poor, terrible, serious, awkward, difficult, awful 


